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Traditionally, as a publisher, you had access to only 
the data and content consumption patterns of users 
on your own digital properties. This was the primary 
source of data used to create and target audience 
segments.
                    
With Allspark, you can now enrich your digital 

audience data with the real-world behavior of your users. 
This complete view of your audience is powerful and 
insightful both to you, your advertising partners, and 
brands.
                    
Allspark enables you to upload Device IDs, Cookie IDs and 
other first-party data to glean insights on your audiences.
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Identify categories and brands to
approach based on your audience’s

behavior in the real-world. Address both
endemic and non-endemic opportunities.

26% of your site
readers have visited

a Mercedes or
BMW dealership.

Allspark enables publishers
to identify brand affinities of

their audiences, thus creating
better appeal for advertisers.
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Allspark Overview / PUBLISHERSA Use Case

Headquartered in New York, this customer is 
globally a diversified publisher focused on creating 
and distributing authoritative and engaging content 
to consumers and businesses throughout the world. 

A leading global 
publisher leverages 
Allspark to understand 
real-world behavior of 
its audiences

The Customer

While the customer had a good understanding of 
audience preferences on their own digital properties, 
an understanding of audience profiles in the 
real-world was lacking. The customer wanted to 
better understand audience profiles, lifestyle choices 
and other characteristics of their audiences in the 
real-world.

The Challenge

This publisher leveraged Allspark to ingest its 
own first-party data and then combine data on 
the platform to understand real-world audience 
behaviour of their digital customers. They also 
used insights such as brand affinity, dwell time, 
propensities-to-visit brands and identify patterns 
to enable their sales teams to have productive 
conversations with brands and advertisers.

Allspark additionally enabled this leading 
publisher to target audiences better and 
close the loop on attribution with brands, 
thus demonstrating a significant return on 
advertising spent. 

The Solution

It has businesses across a range of media, that includes 
news and information services, book publishing, digital 
real estate services, cable network programming.

Additionally, as a vertical, the publisher was moving 
towards a programmatic environment and was looking for 
third-party data sets that could enable them to target their 
audiences in a better way.

Lastly, this customer wanted to enable its sales force to 
sell inventory better. They were looking for platforms that 
could bring data to bear in sales conversations.
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Allspark Overview / PUBLISHERSA Use Case

The Impact

53% of brands 
approached, converted, 
basis insights from Allspark

73% of human capital 
costs were saved as a 
result of using Allspark in 
the publisher’s workflow

Allspark helps enterprises understand the 
real-world behavior and lifestyles of consumers 
better, that are external to the online realm thus 
enabling enterprises to visualize and engage with 
users effectively. 

About Allspark


